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Supplementary Figures: Figure S1 -S12 Figure S1 . Sequence alignment of human Hsp70 (HSPA1A) and bacterial (E. coli) DnaK protein sequences. Secondary structure elements determined for SBD(CDE) by NMR are shown with boxes in green (-strand) and red (-helix). The construct for SBD(CDE) contains the sequence (residues 382-564) shown for hHsp70. The red triangle is the hinge position between A and B in the Lid. The junction position at which the -helical stability changes in B of the Lid is indicated by the yellow triangle. The same structural superposition of the three proteins displayed at a different orientation.
L542 (light blue) in the substrate binding cleft of SBD(CDE) and L5 (gray) of the NR-peptide in the Hsp70 SBD crystal structure are shown as spheres.
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Supplementary Table   Table S1 . Structural statistics of the 10 lowest-energy structures of SBD(CDE) and SBD(CDE)-y. The angle restraints were derived from TALOS+ [2] with the angle ranges ± 30°. c Calculated using PSVS version 1.5 [4] . The steric clash noted in the significant value in Disallowed regions may come from the ambiguous puckers of Pro residues. In the present calculation, all Pro residues were fixed to C  -endo, although some Pro may interconvert between C  -exo and C  -endo. In the present structures, we realized Pro472 in L5,6 loop tends to cause steric clash, presumably due to some extent of the population of C  -exo pucker occurring in Pro472. d For residues in secondary structure elements (L401-T405, V409-I414, T422-T430, G437-E444, T450-D452, N454-S462, I474-I480, L486-D492, A498-I503 and K512-K524). In parentheses for SBD(CDE)-y, the RMSD values take into account the non-converged B (K526-E543). e For residues L393-R416, S418-S432, V438-E444, A448-L456, R458-S462, I464-P468, P472-T504, R509-R535 and A541-
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